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Trywell Konje (an Eagles manager): “The situation is

not good. We visited the place where the people in

one of the camps had come from - the whole village

was washed away. We were looking at ruins, a place

which was once a village and no house standing. We

could just see foundations, bricks everywhere. 
   

Looking at how people are living in the camps, it's

really terrible. Nursing mothers have no adequate

food to eat. And then you think of the babies - they

need milk, but the woman doesn't have food. Because

their houses collapsed, many did not manage to save

household items. They have so many needs in the

camps. The biggest one is food. Few organisations are

actually responding. In some camps, people are

staying for 2-3 weeks without any organisation

supporting them. The environment is not for humans.”

Tropical Storm Ana - camps "not for humans"
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Tropical Storm Ana

hit Malawi on

January 24th. Days of

heavy rain flooded

rivers, collapsed

houses, destroyed

roads. People

escaped to informal

camps but the

situation is dire.

Local churches and

communities are

doing what they can,

but they need us to

do our part. 
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What does it take to provide for your

family? With climate change, it is

becoming harder and harder.  Your

entire crop can be wiped out by a

tropical storm. 

Mary Chikoti lives in Chikwawa, the

area hit by Tropical Storm Ana. A

widow of 59, she has been the sole

provider for her family since her

husband’s death ten years ago. She

has three daughters and a mother of

91. Without other options, she

resorted to ‘piece works’, badly-paid

daily labour. Each day, she wondered

if they would eat that night.  

 

Crafting a livelihood to support your family

Eagles began working with the

nearby Ngabu Living Waters Church,

using Bible studies like the Feeding

of the 5000 to explore God’s

invitation to use the resources we

have to improve our lives and the

lives of others. The church decided

to equip people who were

vulnerable with skills in tailoring so

that they could find work or start

businesses to support their families. 

Life was really hard for me and my
family when I lost my husband and
became the breadwinner. Putting

food on the table wasn’t easy at all.
Since I was trained in tailoring, I no
longer struggle to find money easily

and can provide for my family
without any difficulties.

In 2019, the church rented two sewing machines, set up a school in their

building and invited a tailor to train their future trainers. Those trainers have

since trained 40 others, all of whom have started a business or found a job.

Mary was selected to be one of the trainers. She picked up the new skills

quickly and, alongside training others, she runs her own business. She can

now confidently provide for her children and her mothers and has even

saved up to buy her own sewing machine.                     

Other churches also recognise that livelihood security is more and more vital.

In Pastor Pilingu’s village, a Muslim woman lived with a disability that

confined her to a wheelchair. She was looked down on, dependent on others.

Then the church intervened, wanting to help her to provide for herself. They

saved money to send her to a tailoring school and to buy a sewing machine.

She began earning money, finding joy in her growing skills.  
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One year on, Ezelina decided to act. She remembered from Eagles’ training that

God calls His people to seek justice for their communities. So she and a friend

went to ask the village chief why there had been the delay. He told them to wait,

but Ezelina answered: “We can’t wait any more! Something must be wrong.” 

Using their scarce savings for transport and losing vital farming days, she and a

friend approached local chiefs and government officials, who were unhelpful and

dismissive. Yet their persistence paid off. The official responsible, worried that

their questions might damage his reputation, asked to meet the women. They

confronted him. At first, he was evasive, but the women assured him that they

would keep pushing until they uncovered the truth. Reluctantly, he revealed that,

in a corrupt deal, their borehole had been given to another village. Wary of the

story spreading, he ensured that a borehole was soon built in Chilowosi village.

Families in Chilowosi village have

never had clean water. They have

been forced to rely on a stream,

struggling with unpredictable

water levels and high risks of

disease, especially in times of

floods or drought.

Ezelina had been thrilled to hear

that her village of Chilowosi had

been chosen for a borehole! After

70 years of battling diseases and

water shortages, they would finally

be able to provide for their

families! She eagerly awaited the

promised borehole… and waited…
 

Confronting corruption to win fresh water 

As a facilitator, there are a number
of ways of solving a problem. Some

problems have to be solved by us
doing something. Others need to be

solved by advocacy. And this one
needed that path.

Thanks to two women’s

courage, tenacity and

refusal to remain silent

about injustice, their

village has fresh, clean

water! Ezelina’s joy is

unbounded. She is so

grateful to the training

that gave her the

confidence to act. 

What else can communities do to prepare for disasters and adapt to
climate change? Holding the government accountable is vital, ensuring
that they fulfil their duty and that community infrastructure is strong.
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join a group working for local change - https://takeclimateaction.uk/join ;  

 https://extinctionrebellion.uk/ ; https://ukscn.org/ 

explore options for community solar - https://www.repowering.org.uk/ 

shift your bank and pension to ensure they aren’t investing your money in

fossil fuels - https://www.campaigncc.org/timetoswitch 

write to/ meet your MP - https://www.theclimatecoalition.org/how-to-talk-to-

your-mp-about-climate-change 

Small scale change is no longer enough. We need to shift an unjust system.

These are all actions that show the UK government that public opinion is

shifting; that the demand is there for drastic action, fast; that the public are not

afraid of a little inconvenience to save lives. 

For more ideas, please visit https://www.imperial.ac.uk/stories/climate-action/

This includes all the actions that we've suggested before - cutting down on

meat and dairy, making your home more energy efficient, minimizing travel by

plane or car etc. There is so much that we can do.     

Let’s act in solidarity today. 
 

Victor Mughogo (Director): “I've seen

hundreds of people who are literally

sleeping on the main roads, because

that's the only place that's dry enough.

What has been encouraging is the

response of the local churches. They

often have a better building, stronger

than the individual houses - and people

have found refuge in those church

buildings. Pastors have provided care

and support for their communities.

They have even raised resources to give

food to those who are without food,

and shelter to those with no homes. 

Malawi Support: 32 Corston Lane, Corston, Bath BA2 9AE      tonyhaines47@gmail.com                

What can we do in England?

Glimmers of hope and a call to prayer

We are working with the government very closely to monitor the situation and

respond as fast as we can, but we are running short of resources and we are

running out of time. The communities need urgent support in all areas. They

are in a very traumatic situation. It's heart-breaking when you talk to them.

They need a lot of prayer, for God to strengthen their hearts. Pray for hope, in

the midst of a hopeless situation; pray for resilience, a resilient spirit among

them, but also for the courage to rebuild, going into the future.” 


